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His Risk Shelley Shepard Gray
2018-03-06 New York Times bestselling
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author Shelley Shepard Gray brings us
another compelling suspense in her
Amish of Hart County series, this
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time featuring an undercover English
DEA agent who will do anything to
protect the Amish girl he loves.
Calvin Fisher left the Amish
community at fourteen and never
looked back. Only his brother’s
illness can bring him back to Hart
County. Now, as Calvin works to make
amends, he meets Alice, a local
nursery school teacher, and falls
hard for her. But he has a secret
that could threaten the happiness
he’s finally found. Alice shouldn’t
like—or want—Calvin. He’s English,
has a questionable past, and an even
more questionable job. Still, she
can’t help being intrigued. Though
Calvin assures Alice that he’s worthy
of her, she’s torn between
surrendering to her growing feelings
and steering clear of him. When a
sudden surge of criminal activity
alarms the community and even targets
Alice, Calvin fears that his double
life has put everyone he loves at
risk. As for Alice, she can’t help
hidden-sisters-of-the-heart-1-shelley-shepard-gray

but wonder if the brave and honorable
man she’s lost her heart to is far
more dangerous than she could ever
imagine.
The Secrets of Crittenden County
Shelley Shepard Gray 2014-06-24 Join
New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author Shelley Shepard
Gray for a visit to Amish Country!
Get all three novels in Shelley
Shepard Gray's The Secrets of
Crittenden County series in one ebook, including: Missing, The Search,
and Found. The Secrets of of
Crittenden County trilogy delivers
page-turning romance and mystery
involving a death from mysterious
circumstances that invites the
scrutiny of the outside world, all
set in the quiet Amish community of
Crittenden.
Hidden (Sisters of the Heart, Book 1)
Shelley Shepard Gray 2008-07-01 When
Anna decides it's time to leave her
abusive boyfriend, she doesn't know
where to turn. Rob has completely won
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over her parents, and the entire
community, with his good looks and
smooth charm. Only Anna has seen his
dark side. Desperate, she runs to the
only place she's ever felt completely
safe—the Amish Brenneman Bed and
Breakfast, where Anna met life-long
friend Katie Brenneman. The family
welcomes her in, and with few
questions asked allows her to stay,
dressed in Plain clothing, and help
around the inn. Katie's older brother
Henry is the only one who doesn't
take too kindly to the intrusion. He
tries to ignore Anna, knowing no good
would ever come from caring for an
Englisher like her. But as he gets to
know Anna, he discovers her good
heart and is surprised with her
readiness to accept their lifestyle.
The more time Anna spends with the
Amish, the more she feels she's found
a true home. But how can she deny the
life she left behind? And will her
chance for happiness be stolen away
by the man from her past?
hidden-sisters-of-the-heart-1-shelley-shepard-gray

A Texan's Choice Shelley Gray
2012-10-01 Texas, 1874. Long ago,
Scout Proffitt gave up on ever being
a man of honor like his Civil War
hero brother Clayton. But when Scout
steps foot on the rundown remnants of
the Circle C ranch, he wonders if
maybe—just maybe—the Lord has
something different intended for him.
Rosemarie has lived most of her life
doubting her worth and shouldering
the blame for her brother’s death.
But when a stranger rides onto her
ranch, claiming he owns it, she
suddenly is given a choice: either
keep looking at the dark side of life
. . . or dare to dream.
Susanna's Dream Marta Perry
2014-02-04 Three Amish sisters who
were separated at a young age are at
last reunited in the second Lost
Sisters of Pleasant Valley novel.
Susanna Bitler’s life is in complete
turmoil. Still reeling from the death
of her mother, she is further
disheartened when her business
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partner hints that she is going to
quit the gift shop they run together
in a town near Pleasant Valley. But
the biggest revelation is yet to
come. Grateful for their own hard-won
relationship, Lydia Beachy and Chloe
Wentworth are eager to reveal
themselves to Susanna as her longlost sisters. But their news utterly
distresses Susanna, who is
heartbroken to learn that the woman
she’s been mourning was not actually
her mother. Despite Lydia and Chloe’s
best efforts to make amends, Susanna
resolves to keep them at arm’s
length. It may take a force of nature
to sweep away her fears. Will that
storm demolish all that the three
women most value…or unite them in
bonds of deep and abiding affection?
The Sweetest Song Adina Senft
2021-08-06 The sweetest song comes
from a forgiving heart. —Whinburg
Township Amish proverb The summer
Simon Yoder broke her heart was the
summer Cora Swarey lost her ability
hidden-sisters-of-the-heart-1-shelley-shepard-gray

to hear the music in Colorado’s high
country. She thought God had brought
them together, but when Simon dropped
her to pursue an Englisch woman, she
wondered how she’d ever trust again.
Yes, he came back asking forgiveness,
and she gave it because that was what
she’d been taught. But she never
forgot. It was almost a relief to
know she’d never see him again. Until
she is invited to a wedding in
Whinburg Township, Pennsylvania. Cora
is the only woman Simon Yoder has
ever wanted, but because of his own
pride and conceit, she is out of his
reach forever. So at his aunt’s
wedding, it’s a more than a shock to
see his biggest regret walk in with
the other young women. God may be
giving him another chance, but he’s
pretty certain Cora won’t. Words
don’t hold much value, so he lays out
a plan of action. He knows that music
is the key. Can he help her find the
music again? And if he succeeds, how
can he show her that she’s the one
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who makes his heart sing?
Hidden Shelley Shepard Gray 2008
Fleeing from the abusive boyfriend
who has completely won over her
parents, Anna hides at an Amish
country bed-and-breakfast run by a
childhood friend and finds herself in
an unlikely relationship with her
friend's disapproving older brother.
(Religious Fiction)
Widow's Secrets Shelley Shepard Gray
2021-07-27 She's found peace living
alongside the Amish... But she can't
escape her past. Artist Liana Mann is
stunned to learn her husband, missing
for ten years, has been found
murdered. Now Officer Kent Olson
seeks to solve the cold case--with
Liana's help. The faster he unravels
the mystery, the sooner he can return
to regular duties. Liana wants
nothing to do with the police, yet
Kent intrigues her. But will digging
into the past create new problems?
New York Times Bestselling Author
Wanted (Sisters of the Heart, Book 2)
hidden-sisters-of-the-heart-1-shelley-shepard-gray

Shelley Shepard Gray 2009-10-06 For a
split second, Katie feels certain
she's about to receive everything
she's ever wanted. . . Twenty-yearold Katie Brenneman has always
quietly fancied Jonathan Lundy. So
when the brokenhearted widower asks
her to help him take care of his two
young girls, Katie knows it will be a
trying time—yet she cannot pass up a
golden opportunity to get to know
this man better. Just as she's
settling into her new life, a message
arrives from Katie's past,
threatening to expose her darkest
secrets. During her Rumspringa, her
running-around years, she
experimented with activities
forbidden in the Amish way of life.
Frightened by how far she'd strayed
from her values, Katie ran back home,
vowing to cut all ties with the
outside world. Now her transgressions
are coming back to haunt her, just as
Jonathan seems willing to welcome her
into his heart. Will the past destroy
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Katie's chances for love? Or will
Katie allow herself to accept God's
love, forgive her past, and receive
everything she's ever wanted?
Sisters of the Heart: The Trilogy
Shelley Shepard Gray 2012-01-03 The
unforgettable novels in New York
Times bestselling author Shelley
Shepard Gray’s beloved Sisters of the
Heart trilogy, together for the first
time in a single volume Hidden:
Escaping an abusive boyfriend, Anna
finds a refuge at the Brenneman Bed
and Breakfast with her lifelong
friend Katie Brenneman. But while she
feels she’s found a home among the
Amish, can Anna deny the life she
left behind? And will her chance for
happiness be stolen away by the man
from her past? Wanted: Frightened by
how far she’s strayed from her values
during her Rumspringa, Katie vows to
cut all ties with the outside world.
Now widower Jonathan Lundy has asked
her to help him take care of his two
young girls. Will the past destroy
hidden-sisters-of-the-heart-1-shelley-shepard-gray

Katie’s chances for love? Forgiven:
Injured when a fire destroys her
family’s barn, Winnie returns home
from the hospital to find her
brother, Jonathan, seeking vengeance
on the arsonist responsible. But in
an Amish community founded on grace
and forgiveness, will his
unwillingness to forgive ruin the
trust that forms the foundation of
their lives?
The Loyal Heart Shelley Shepard Gray
2016-07-12 Robert came to Galveston
to fulfill his promise to a dying man
and look after his widow. He didn’t
expect to find love in the
unlikeliest of places. Robert Truax,
former Second Lieutenant and
Confederate officer in the Civil War,
made a promise to his comrade Phillip
Markham. If anything happened to
Phillip, Robert would look after his
beloved wife, Miranda. She was his
life, his world, his everything.
After the war, Robert is left to pick
up the pieces and fulfill his pact.
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When he arrives at Miranda's home in
Galveston, Texas, things are worse
than he imagined. Phillip's name has
been dragged through the mud,
everyone in town believes him to be a
traitor, and his widow is treated as
an outcast. Even more disturbing is
her emotional well-being. Miranda
seems hopeless, lost, and so very
alone. Robert had thought his duty
would be simple. He would help
Miranda as quickly as possible in
order to honor a promise. But the
moment Robert laid eyes on her, his
plans changed. He's mesmerized by her
beauty and yearns to help her in any
way he can. He makes it his duty to
protect Miranda, turn her reputation
around, and to find some way to help
her smile again. But it doesn't prove
to be an easy task—Robert knows
something about Phillip that could
shake Miranda to the core and alter
her view of the man she thought she
knew so well.
Shall We Dance? Shelley Shepard Gray
hidden-sisters-of-the-heart-1-shelley-shepard-gray

2020-01-28 At twenty-seven, Shannon
Murphy has just discovered that she
has two sisters she never knew. Now,
through Shannon’s loving persistence,
the three of them are moving in
together above her dance studio in
Bridgeport. Shannon is excited to
make a home with her sisters and to
grow her budding business. Then she
meets her newest client—he has all
the right muscles, a perfect smile,
and a lot of attitude. Will Shannon
be able to keep things professional
with this charming stranger? Dylan
Lange has a lot on his mind. He’s
just been assigned a new partner at
his job with the Bridgeport Police,
and while he’s busy striving to
protect and serve his town, he’s also
trying to keep his baby sister out of
harm’s way while she heals from her
own trauma. And on top of everything
else, he’s gone and lost a bet with
his buddies, forcing him to take
dance lessons. But when he walks into
the dance studio to meet his
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instructor, a young and beautiful
brunette with a sweet southern drawl
is the last person he expected to
find. Get ready to fall in love again
as Shelley Shepard Gray takes us back
to Bridgeport, Ohio, where nobody
gets left behind and a powerful
community helps ordinary men and
women to find extraordinary strength
inside themselves.
Grace Shelley Shepard Gray 2010-10-26
A Christmas Sisters of the Heart
novel, Grace by Shelly Shepard Gray
brings back the beloved characters
from her popular series of
inspirational novels set in a tightly
knit Amish community. A touching,
provocative, and uplifting tale in
the bestselling vein of Beverly
Lewis, Wanda Brunstetter, and Cindy
Woodsmall, Grace is Christian fiction
at its very finest—a heartwarming
examination of selfless giving and
the true meaning of Christmas from
the acclaimed author of the Seasons
of Sugarcreek series.
hidden-sisters-of-the-heart-1-shelley-shepard-gray

Frankenstein (Modern English
Translation) Mary Shelley 2019-05
Carefully edited for modern readers
to allow for easier reading Obsessed
with the secret of creation, Swiss
scientist Dr. Victor Frankenstein
cobbles together a body he's
determined to bring to life. And one
fateful night, he does. When the
creature opens his eyes, the doctor
is repulsed: his vision of perfection
is, in fact, a hideous monster. Dr.
Frankenstein abandons his creation,
but the monster won't be ignored,
setting in motion a chain of violence
and terror that shadows Victor to his
death. Mary Shelley's Frankenstein, a
gripping story about the ethics of
creation and the consequences of
trauma, is one of the most
influential Gothic novels in British
literature. It is as relevant today
as it is haunting.
Take a Chance Shelley Shepard Gray
2018-09-18 Kurt Holland wants the
best for his younger brother, which
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is why he moves Sam to Bridgeport,
Ohio. It’s a bigger town with a wellknown high school. Just the place to
give his little brother more
opportunities—maybe even a
scholarship to college. Kurt hopes
his gamble pays off, since Sam’s
future isn’t the only thing riding on
it. Kurt’s put most of his savings
into a new landscaping business
there, too. But when Sam gets in
trouble for fighting at school, Kurt
isn’t so sure it was the right
decision ... until he meets Sam’s
English teacher. Emily Springer is
passionate about helping all of her
students succeed, but there’s
something about Sam Holland that
makes her want to go the extra mile.
When he’s caught in a fight at
school, she goes to bat in his
defense, and during a conference with
the principal she meets Sam’s rugged
older brother—and guardian. Emily has
a strict no-dating policy when it
comes to her students’ parents, but
hidden-sisters-of-the-heart-1-shelley-shepard-gray

Kurt isn’t technically Sam’s parent.
It’s OK to bend the rules a little
bit, right? In an effort to make some
friends and find a place in the
Bridgeport community, Kurt starts up
a weekly poker game in his garage.
It’s not long before everyone wants
in, and they all soon discover that
these Friday night poker gatherings
are about more than just the game.
Shelley Shepard Gray’s new Bridgeport
Social Club series is about men who
need a place to call home, a
community in need of hope, and a
group of women who are special enough
to help both things happen. This
first installment is genuine and
heartfelt. It’s filled with hope,
warmth, and the belief that love and
acceptance can overcome any tough
situation.
We Have Always Lived in the Castle
Shirley Jackson 1967-10 THE STORY:
The home of the Blackwoods near a
Vermont village is a lonely, ominous
abode, and Constance, the young
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mistress of the place, can't go out
of the house without being insulted
and stoned by the villagers. They
have also composed a nasty s
The Life and Letters of Mary
Wollstonecraft Shelley, Volume I (of
2) Florence A. Thomas Marshall
2020-08-15 Reproduction of the
original: The Life and Letters of
Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley, Volume I
(of 2) by Florence A. Thomas Marshall
A Daughter's Dream Shelley Shepard
Gray 2016-05-24 In Shelley Shepard
Gray’s second book in her Charmed
Amish Life series, a young teacher
and farmer discover they have much in
common, especially when it comes to
healing old wounds from the past…and
finding love in one another. Rebecca
Kinsinger has always dreamed of being
a teacher. But when she’s given the
opportunity she’s been waiting for at
Charm Amish School, she’s dismayed to
discover that teaching is hard
work—work she’s afraid she’s not very
good at. That is, until Lilly Yoder

joins the class. A thirteen-year old
who’s just lost her parents, Lilly is
in need of someone like Rebecca. For
the first time since starting her new
job, Rebecca feels a sense of
purpose. But when she meets Lilly’s
uncle, Jacob, his good looks and
sweet, easy-going temperament are
hard to ignore. How can she even
entertain romantic thoughts of Jacob
when his niece is her student?
Suddenly becoming Lily’s sole
caregiver, Jacob Yoder never thought
he’d be a single parent—or a farmer.
Having been living in Florida as a
carpenter, Jacob feels more at home
wielding a hammer than a backhoe. The
only bright spot in his life is
Rebecca Kinsinger. As Lily and
Rebecca develop a bond, Jacob’s
fondness for the pretty teacher
grows, too. But when a fateful
accident brings them together,
Rebecca and Jacob must choose between
duty and desire. Will they follow the
path before them? Or set out to find
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true happiness…and true love?
The Hidden Life Adina Senft
2012-06-26 Emma Stolzfus has never
been courted or kissed, and now that
she's 30, it has become her place as
the unmarried daughter to look after
her elderly mother. But in the dark
hours when her mother is asleep, Emma
writes letters and essays to Amish
periodicals, short stories, and even
a novel she's been working on for the
last five years. When a New York
literary agent, Tyler West, takes an
interest in her work, Emma secretly
goes to meet him. When she returns,
something about her is different-and
the men of her Amish community take
notice. But how can she settle for
second best when her heart made its
choice years ago-to a man she can
never have? Only her friends, Amelia
and Carrie, know the truth in her
heart as they work together on their
quilt ... and only they understand
when an old tragedy comes to light
that will either hurt or heal ... and

reveal Emma's hidden life.
Forgiven (Sisters of the Heart, Book
3) Shelley Shepard Gray 2009-08-11
Tragedy strikes—a brother and sister
find themselves facing a situation
that will shape the rest of their
lives. When a fire destroys the
Lundys' barn, Winnie is injured
trying to get the animals to safety.
Confined to a hospital for weeks, out
of touch with her loved ones who live
too far away to visit by buggy, she
must depend on Englisher Samuel
Miller to keep her company. Though
his family is part of Winnie's tightknit Amish community, Samuel left
years earlier to pursue a university
education. Through conversations, and
Samuel's dedication to her recovery,
a friendship forms. But despite their
growing attraction, Winnie knows it
can never develop into something more
as long as Samuel chooses to remain
in the outside world. When Winnie
returns home, she finds her brother,
Jonathan, struggling with his own
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dilemma. Cigarette butts were
discovered in the debris of the barn
and Jonathan is determined to find
out who is responsible for destroying
his property and putting his family
at risk. But in a community founded
on grace and forgiveness, will his
unwillingness to move on eat away at
the trust that is the foundation of
their lives?
A Texan's Promise Shelley Gray 2011
Clayton Proffitt, foreman of the
Circle Z Ranch, determines to help
Vanessa Grant escape her abusive
stepfather, his employer, and as they
head west to Colorado and safety, a
deep bond develops between them.
The Caregiver Shelley Shepard Gray
2011 When her train breaks down on
the way to take care of her ailing
cousin, Lucy Troyer finds the spark
she was looking for all her life when
she bands together with the only
Amish person on the train--the
dashing Calvin Weaver--to find a
place to stay for the night.

(religious fiction). By the author of
Autumn's Promise.
The Poetical Works of Coleridge,
Shelley, and Keats Samuel Taylor
Coleridge 1847
Her Secret Shelley Shepard Gray
2017-03-14 New York Times and USA
Today bestselling author Shelley
Shepard Gray begins a new series—The
Amish of Hart County—with this
suspenseful tale of a young Amish
woman who is forced to move to a new
town to escape a threatening stalker.
After a stalker went too far, Hannah
Hilty and her family had no choice
but to leave the bustling Amish
community where she grew up. Now
she’s getting a fresh start in Hart
County, Kentucky…if only she wasn’t
too scared to take it. Hannah has
become afraid to trust anyone—even
Isaac, the friendly Amish man who
lives next door. She wonders if
she'll ever return to the trusting,
easy-going woman she once was. For
Isaac Troyer, the beautiful girl he
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teasingly called “The Recluse”
confuses him like no other. When he
learns of her past, he knows he's
misjudged her. However, he also
understands the importance of being
grateful for God’s gifts, and wonders
if they will ever have anything in
common. But as Hannah and Isaac
slowly grow closer, they realize that
there’s always more to someone than
meets the eye. Just as Hannah is
finally settling into her new life,
and perhaps finding a new love, more
secrets are revealed and tragedy
strikes. Now Hannah must decide if
she should run again or dare to fight
for the future she has found in Hart
County.
The Gift Shelley Shepard Gray
2017-11-07 New York Times Bestselling
Author Shelley Shepard Gray gifts us
with a special Christmas story about
love and blessings in this next book
in her Amish of Hart County series.
The Schwartz family is happy to be
spending Christmas on their new farm

in Hart County. But when Susanna
Schwartz hears gunshots that causes
her buggy to overturn, and then her
little sister falls through a wooden
bridge into the icy creek, it becomes
clear from these dangerous
“accidents” that someone wants them
gone. Neil Vance has been heartbroken
ever since his parents lost their
family farm. He knows it’s not the
Schwartz family’s fault, but he can’t
help but be resentful. Until he meets
Susanna. She is kind-hearted and
bold, and Neil can’t stop thinking
about her pretty green eyes. Neil
thinks the accidents are just that,
but Susanna’s father is convinced the
Vance family is responsible. Susanna
refuses to believe Neil would do
anything to harm her. She’s fallen in
love with him and knows he is a good
man. But her family is ready to pack
up and move, and time is running out
to uncover the truth before someone
gets hurt…or worse.
Missing Shelley Shepard Gray
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2012-03-20 Can two young people
survive the suspicions of their
friends and neighbors when tragedy
strikes a close-knit Amish community?
Perry Borntrager had been missing for
months from the quiet Amish community
of Crittenden, Kentucky, when his
body is discovered at the bottom of
an abandoned well. The first death
from mysterious circumstances in more
than two decades brings the scrutiny
of the outside world: A police
detective arrives to help the local
sheriff with the investigation. His
questioning begins with Lydia Plank,
Perry’s former girlfriend, and
Perry’s best friend, the Englischer
Walker Anderson. Lydia and Walker
know they didn’t have anything to do
with Perry’s death, but they both
hold secrets about his final days. Do
they dare open up about the kind of
man Perry had become? In the
oppressive shadow of these dark
times, they discover strength in a
most unlikely companionship: one that

offers solace, understanding, and the
promise of something more.
Found Shelley Shepard Gray 2012-09-04
“Shelley Shepard Gray writes with
honesty, tenderness, and depth.”
—Jillian Hart Found is the final book
in the Secrets of Crittenden County
trilogy by beloved author Shelley
Shepard Gray, who writes powerful
novels set in a world of strong faith
and simple living. The New York Times
bestselling author of the popular
Sisters of the Heart and Seasons of
Sugarcreek series immerses her
readers in the Amish life, like
fellow bestselling authors Beverly
Lewis, Wanda Brunstetter, and Cindy
Woodsmall. In Found, Gray’s
unforgettable trilogy of what happens
when a terrible crime that strikes a
close knit Amish community comes
full-circle, “Englisher” Detective
Luke Reynolds discovers the identity
of Perry Borntrager’s killer and the
community must come to terms with the
surprising revelation. It's a
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remarkably heartwarming conclusion to
this series, and readers will not be
disappointed.
The Teacher's Bride Kathleen Fuller
2018-12-04 A fun and heartwarming
Amish rom-com where opposites really
do attract. If there is one thing
Christian Ropp will not allow in his
classroom—or his life—it’s chaos. So
why is he drawn to Ruby Glick, a
woman who seems to bring mayhem
wherever she goes? Christian Ropp
moves to Birch Creek to accept a
teaching position in the rapidly
growing Amish community. He’s
determined to put the rambunctious
school in order as well as check
another task off his list: finding a
wife. Of course, that would be much
easier if women were like textbooks,
straightforward and logical. When an
accident puts Christian out of
commission, a new community member
named Ruby Glick takes over his
classroom. But Ruby’s exuberant
teaching style clashes with

Christian's careful methods and he
worries his students will never be
the same. With a track record of
catastrophe, Ruby always feels too
clumsy, too distracted, too . . .
much. Desperate for a chance to prove
that she can do more than make
mistakes in her life, she throws
herself into her new teaching
position. But when Christian can’t
seem to stay out of her way, she
finds herself slipping into old,
chaotic tendencies. What she doesn’t
anticipate is that Christian's heart
is slowly catching up with his
mind—and she, too, must decide
whether to follow logic or love. The
first in the Amish Brides of Birch
Creek series (followed by The
Farmer’s Bride and The Innkeeper’s
Bride) A full-length novel,
approximately 78,000 words A sweet
and wholesome Amish romance Catch up
on the Birch Creek community with the
Amish of Birch Creek series and Amish
Letters series Praise for The
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Teacher’s Bride: "A heartwarming
story of unexpected romance woven
with fun and engaging characters who
come to life on every page." --Amy
Clipston, bestselling author of A
Seat by the Hearth "Kathleen Fuller
has written a sweet, oftentimes
humorous, romance that reminds
readers that the perfect match might
be right in front of their noses." -Kelly Irvin, bestselling author of
the Every Amish Season series
"Kathleen Fuller is a master
storyteller and fans will absolutely
fall in love with Ruby and Christian
in The Teacher's Bride." --Ruth Reid,
bestselling author of the Amish
Mercies series "Kathy Fuller's
characters leap off the page with
subtle power as she uses both wit and
wisdom to entertain!" --Kelly Long,
national bestselling author "The
story will captivate you from the
first page to the last with Ruby,
Christian, and engaging characters.
You’ll laugh, gasp, and wonder what

will happen next." --Molly Jebber,
Speaker and Award Winning Author of
Grace’s Forgiveness and the Amish
Keepsake Pocket Quilt Series
The Days of Redemption Shelley
Shepard Gray 2014-06-24 Join New York
Times and USA Today bestselling
author Shelley Shepard Gray for a
visit to Amish Country! Get all three
novels in Shelley Shepard Gray's The
Days of Redemption series in one
delightful e-book, including:
Daybreak, Ray of Light, and Eventide.
This exciting series from beloved
author of Amish romance, Shelley
Shepard Gray delves into the workings
of three generations of an Amish
family, where nothing is as perfect
as it seems.
A Texan's Promise Shelley Gray
2011-10-01 Past promises will be
tested as new ones are given... When
Clayton Proffitt, foreman of the
Circle Z Ranch in Texas, discovers
Vanessa Grant is the victim of her
stepfather’s advances, Clayton knows
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he must protect her honor and move
her far away from the ranch—and from
the man she fears.? As they make
their way West, an unexpected, deep
bond develops between Vanessa and
Clayton—far more powerful than a mere
friendship or his sense of duty to
her. But Vanessa’s stepfather won’t
let her go so easily. As Clayton and
Vanessa place their faith in God and
their trust in each other, will they
find healing and hope for the future
together? "Shelley Gray is a
wonderful storyteller, and A Texan’s
Promise captured me from the first
page. This endearing love story is so
rich with detail, I felt like I was
traveling alongside Vanessa and
Clayton throughout their incredible
journey. Clayton is the hero every
woman dreams of, and I loved watching
Vanessa grow from a scared girl into
a strong woman. This is a wonderful
start to this new series. Highly
recommended." - Beth Wiseman Bestselling author of the Daughters of

the Promise series "Shelley Gray’s
fans will enjoy riding along with her
characters down a new trail of
romance in A Texan’s Promise, the
first in The Heart of a Hero series.
Readers will be rooting for Clayton
and Vanessa to find their way to a
true and lasting love." - Ann H.
Gabhart, author of The Outsider,
Summer of Joy, and Angel Sister
A Heart's Disguise Colleen Coble
2015-07-22 In the celebratory mood of
the recently-ended Civil War, Sarah
discovers her betrothed has been
keeping a devastating secret. While
the tiny town of Wabash, Indiana,
celebrates the end of the fighting,
Sara Montgomery attends the parties,
but inside she s fighting a deep
sadness. The love of Sara s life,
Rand Campbell, didn t come back from
the front. So her brother and ailing
father persuade her to pledge herself
to another man despite her
misgivings. When Sarah finds out that
Rand is in fact alive and that her
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fiance Ben Croftner knew it she
indignantly breaks off their
engagement. Croftner doesn t take
rejection lightly and a single woman
with a sick father makes an easy
target. He abducts Sarah, his
intentions anything but honorable.
Then Rand comes to her aid . . . only
to reveal that he has been posted at
Fort Laramie, Wyoming, and asks her
to go with him as his wife. Will
Sarah leave her dying father s side
for the only man she s ever loved?
And what plans are forming in the
jealous heart of Ben Croftner?"
The Brothel Bible Sisters of the
Heart (Las Vegas, Nevada) 1997
Working girls describe what goes on
in brothels, customers, facilities,
girls, procedures, etc.
Take the Lead Shelley Shepard Gray
2020-09-08 Growing up in foster care,
Officer Traci Lucky had a rough start
to life, but things are looking up
now that she’s found a place in
Bridgeport with two sisters she never

knew she had. One night while on the
job Traci finds Gwen, a pregnant teen
caught up in a dangerous world of
drugs, and takes her straight to the
hospital. There Traci encounters the
oh-so-charming Dr. Matt Rossi, who
surprises Traci with his
compassion—and his movie-star good
looks. A busy ob-gyn with a huge,
meddling Italian family, Matt Rossi
hasn’t had much time for love in his
life. All that changes when he meets
the beautiful Officer Lucky. He’s
intrigued by her strength and the
kind heart she tries to hide beneath
her tough exterior. When Matt
confides that he needs to learn to
waltz for his brother’s wedding,
Traci reveals that her sister happens
to be a ballroom dance teacher. Next
thing they know, Matt and Traci are
juggling busy careers, helping young
Gwen with her pregnancy and personal
safety, and learning to waltz
together. But when Gwen’s escalating
problems threaten to put all of them
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in danger, they wonder if they’ll
ever find time for a little romance
too. Shelley Shepard Gray takes us
back to Bridgeport, Ohio, a town
where family comes in all different
shapes and sizes, love has no limits,
and community means everyone deserves
a little help when they’re lost.
The Book of Lies Aleister Crowley
2018-01-23 Aleister CrowleyÕs The
Book of Lies is an important and
complex work of occultism.
Deciphering its many layers of hidden
meaning requires a little patience
and more than a beginnerÕs knowledge
of Thelema. For those interested in
passing beyond the initiate stage,
the reward offered by a deeper
understanding of this challenging
text is well worth the effort. This
new 2018 edition of The Book of Lies
from Kismet Publishing restores all
of CrowleyÕs original text, including
the important keys, sigils and
diagrams often omitted from reprints.
Hidden (Sisters of the Heart, Book 1)

Shelley Shepard Gray 2008-05-27 When
Anna decides it's time to leave her
abusive boyfriend, she doesn't know
where to turn. Rob has completely won
over her parents, and the entire
community, with his good looks and
smooth charm. Only Anna has seen his
dark side. Desperate, she runs to the
only place she's ever felt completely
safe—the Amish Brenneman Bed and
Breakfast, where Anna met life-long
friend Katie Brenneman. The family
welcomes her in, and with few
questions asked allows her to stay,
dressed in Plain clothing, and help
around the inn. Katie's older brother
Henry is the only one who doesn't
take too kindly to the intrusion. He
tries to ignore Anna, knowing no good
would ever come from caring for an
Englisher like her. But as he gets to
know Anna, he discovers her good
heart and is surprised with her
readiness to accept their lifestyle.
The more time Anna spends with the
Amish, the more she feels she's found
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a true home. But how can she deny the
life she left behind? And will her
chance for happiness be stolen away
by the man from her past?
Winter's Awakening Shelley Shepard
Gray 2010 Joshua Graber rethinks his
relationship with Gretta Hershberger
after non-Amish teenager Lilly Allen
moves next door, but Lilly knows her
secret pregnancy would only push
Joshua away.
Darkfever Karen Marie Moning
2006-10-31 MacKayla Lane’s life is
good. She has great friends, a decent
job, and a car that breaks down only
every other week or so. In other
words, she’s your perfectly ordinary
twenty-first-century woman. Or so she
thinks . . . until something
extraordinary happens. When her
sister is murdered, leaving a single
clue to her death—a cryptic message
on Mac’s cell phone—Mac journeys to
Ireland in search of answers. The
quest to find her sister’s killer
draws her into a shadowy realm where

nothing is as it seems, where good
and evil wear the same treacherously
seductive mask. She is soon faced
with an even greater challenge:
staying alive long enough to learn
how to handle a power she had no idea
she possessed–a gift that allows her
to see beyond the world of man, into
the dangerous realm of the Fae. . . .
As Mac delves deeper into the mystery
of her sister’s death, her every move
is shadowed by the dark, mysterious
Jericho, a man with no past and only
mockery for a future. As she begins
to close in on the truth, the
ruthless Vlane—an alpha Fae who makes
sex an addiction for human
women–closes in on her. And as the
boundary between worlds begins to
crumble, Mac’s true mission becomes
clear: find the elusive Sinsar Dubh
before someone else claims the allpowerful Dark Book—because whoever
gets to it first holds nothing less
than complete control of the very
fabric of both worlds in their hands.
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. . . Look for all of Karen Marie
Moning’s sensational Fever novels:
DARKFEVER | BLOODFEVER | FAEFEVER |
DREAMFEVER | SHADOWFEVER | ICED |
BURNED | FEVERBORN | FEVERSONG BONUS:
This edition contains an excerpt from
Karen Marie Moning's Bloodfever.
His Promise Shelley Shepard Gray
2018-10-23 New York Times and USA
Today bestselling author Shelley
Shepard Gray’s latest Christmas novel
in her Amish of Hart County series.
It’s set to be a white Christmas in
Hart County, and Grace King is petsitting in a beautiful home with only
a difficult dachshund for company.
Just as she starts to miss the bustle
of her large Amish family, Grace runs
into a familiar face. Living right
next door is John Michael Miller.
He’s a fireman now, but five years
ago, he had courted her older sister,
then broke her heart. Seeing him
again stirs Grace’s anger, but also
reminds her of deeper feelings she’s
done her best to deny. The

infatuation John Michael once saw in
Grace’s eyes is long gone, though his
complicated attraction to her
remains. He had walked away all those
years ago when he realized he was
falling in love with the wrong
sister. Now, as suspicious fires are
set in their community, that’s not an
option. Grace dismisses his warnings,
and John Michael vows to keep an eye
on her. But he can’t help wondering
if he’s reconnected with Grace, only
to risk losing her again. Now all
John Michael wants for Christmas is
to keep Grace safe, in the hopes that
they can one day have a future
together.
The Tempted Soul Adina Senft
2020-05-15 Three Amish best friends.
Three hurting hearts. One quilt that
binds them together. If only she
could have a child! The cry of Carrie
Miller’s heart seems to be unheard by
anyone except her husband Melvin and
her two closest friends, Amelia and
Emma. Even her prayers seem to go
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unanswered The people in the Amish
church just shake their heads and
remind her it’s God’s will. But what
if it isn’t? Because Carrie overhears
two women talking in the fabric store
about IVF, a medical option available
to other women. Englisch women. Can
this be a sign from God at last?
Melvin and the bishop don’t think so,
but Carrie can’t leave it alone. She
believes it’s God's will that she
pursue this treatment, even though
they can’t afford it—and despite
Melvin’s doubts. In the end it all
comes down to faith. Will her faith
in God’s leading keep her safe? Or is
her longing to be a mother tempting
her away from the Amish beliefs that
are all she’s ever known? “There is

much to celebrate and much to learn
from the Amish community, and these
characters are so real to me now that
I wish they lived next door!”
—Christian Fiction Addiction This is
the second edition. First published
by Hachette FaithWords in March 2013.
Spring's Renewal Shelley Shepard Gray
2010-04-27 Shelley Shepard Gray, the
beloved author of the Sisters of the
Heart series (Hidden, Wanted, and
Forgiven) returns with the second
novel in her Seasons at Sugarcreek
series, Spring’s Renewal. A moving
tale of love and faith set among the
Amish community, it tells a story of
courage and sacrifice that fans of
Beverly Lewis, Wanda Brunstetter, and
Cindy Woodsmall will take deeply into
their hearts.
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